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Abstract
Background and Objectives: Postoperative hypothermia is a common and important complication of anesthesia and surgery that
negatively affects the mother and the neonate. Therefore, the present study was conducted with the aim of investigating the effect
of the hypothermia prevention program on central temperature changes and hemodynamic parameters in women undergoing
cesarean section.
Methods: In this two group quasi-experimental study, 92 pregnant women were conveniently selected, who were candidates for
cesarean section under spinal anesthesia in Ali Ibn Abi Talib hospital, Zahedan, Iran, 2017. Then, they were allocated randomly in
two intervention and control group. The intervention group received a hypothermic prevention program. Central temperature,
blood pressure, and pulse rate of the patients were measured and recorded seven times. Data analysis was performed using repeated
measures analysis of variance in SPSS software, version 21.
Results: The results showed that the pattern of temperature changes in the groups was significantly different over time (P = 0.001).
However, there was no significant difference between the groups considering the hemodynamic parameters.
Conclusions: The hypothermia prevention program is effective in reducing the central temperature loss and can reduce its severity
after the surgery in women undergoing cesarean section.
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1. Background
Hypothermia, which is defined as a central body
temperature of less than 36°C, is an unintentional postoperative phenomenon. It can be as a result of suppression
of the central circuitries for body temperature regulation
caused by anesthetics and sedatives (1). There are many risk
factors for hypothermia during and after surgery, including prolonged exposure of large surfaces of the skin and
internal organs during surgery to the cold air of operating room, type of surgery (thoracic, abdominal, or pelvic
surgery), low operating room temperature, infusion of
large volumes of cold liquids intravenously, washing the
surgical wound, breathing cold and dry gas, blowing cool
air into the body cavities, high anesthesia duration, low
weight of patient, and gender of female (2-5).
According to the literature, more than 46% of patients

undergoing abdominal surgery were hypothermic during
surgery, and one third of them were hypothermia until arrival at the recovery room (6). The complications of hypothermia entail cardiac ischemia, platelet and coagulation disorders, increased susceptibility to surgical wound
infections, decreased metabolism of anesthetics and muscle relaxants, and prolonged hospitalization (2, 7).
Many patients with hypothermia recall their discomfort from feeling cold after anesthesia as one of their worst
surgical experiences (8). Hypothermia increases the duration of the effect of inhaled and intravenous medications
(3). In regards to the evidence, postoperative hypothermia leads to severe consequences such as reduced blood
flow in all systems, cardiac dysfunction, increased oxygen
demand, decreased metabolism, platelet function impairment, and increased wound sensitivity (9).
Decrease in body temperature and the subsequent
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shivering can result in tachycardia, increased catecholamines release, vasoconstriction, decreased blood
flow, and metabolic acidosis (10, 11). Hypertension, tachycardia, and tachypnea are among the red flags that are
often affected by the use of muscle relaxants and other
medications during surgery (12).
Elderly and pediatric patients, female patients, and patients with cachexia, burns, adrenal insufficiency, and hypothyroidism are more susceptible to postoperative hypothermia (13). Caesarean section is one of the most common surgical procedures. Its rate has increased from 4.5%
in all deliveries from 1970 to 31.8% in 2007 (14, 15).
Anesthesia exposure to perform caesarean section
leads to heat loss in pregnant women due to the effects of anesthetic drugs on vascular mechanisms regulating body temperature, opening the abdomen, and getting wet of surgical coverage with blood and amniotic
fluid (16). Nowadays, various pharmaceutical and nonpharmaceutical solutions have been used to prevent hypothermia.
Warming and moistening the airway, warming the
skin using warm coats, using a circulating water system
and compressed air, the infusion of warm intravenously
administered liquids, and warm washing are among the
non-medical methods used in various studies (9, 17-21). Diagnosis of postoperative hypothermia by nurses is essential for patient safety management due to the fact that patient support is one of the roles of nurses in the operating
and recovery rooms (16, 22).
Therefore, it is necessary to use several strategies to prevent hypothermia. There are few studies conducted to evaluate the effects of several interventions performed simultaneously to prevent hypothermia; therefore, in this study,
the texts of the post-anesthesia nursing and the guidelines
recommended by the American society of anesthesiologists (ASA) is reviewed to prevent unwanted post-operative
hypothermia (23). Then, to prevent the rate and severity of postoperative hypothermia by conducting a “postoperative hypothermia prevention program” consisting of
three simultaneous, uncomplicated, and low-cost nursing
cares in order to improve health and comfort of the patients and prevent the complications caused by hypothermia.
The mentioned cares include using warm solutions
for surgical skin preparation, infusion of warm fluids,
and warming recovery by warm-water bags. The present
study was conducted to determine the effect of the hypothermia prevention program on the central temperature and hemodynamic parameters in women undergoing
cesarean section under spinal anesthesia.
2

2. Methods
The present study is a quasi-experimental study with
two groups and Iranian registry of clinical trials No.
IRCT20171002036505N1, approved by the deputy of research and technology and the ethics committee of Zahedan University of Mefical Sciences, Zahedan, Iran. This
study was conducted among pregnant women, who were
candidates for a cesarean section, and referred to the operating room of Ali Ibn Abi Taleb hospital, Zahedan, Iran,
2017.
The sample size was calculated as 42 subjects per group
based on the study performed by Behdad et al. (24), in 2012
with 95% confidence interval and 90% test power and the
following formula. Finally, a total of 92 individuals (46 subjects per group) were included, considering the sample attrition.
n =

z1 −

α
2

+ z1 − β

2

[p1 (1 − p1 ) + p2 (1 − p2 )]

(p1 − p2 )2

= 41/38

(1)

The subjects were selected through convenience sampling method and based on the inclusion criteria entailing
the termination of pregnancy at the gestational age of 37
to 42 weeks, healthy ears for controlling tympanic temperature, healthy amniotic membrane, and healthy thyroid
gland. In addition, the exclusion criteria included receiving corticosteroid, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory analgesics, and magnesium sulfate during 24 hours prior to
cesarean section, as well as having cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, chronic hypertension, preeclampsia, drug addiction, fever, polyhydramnios, and oligohydramnios.
The drug and past medical history of women were obtained using three sources of the patient, patient companion, and the patient’s history through the medical records.
After obtaining approval from the ethics committee of the
University and permission from the head of the hospital,
the researcher referred to the hospital operating room, introduced himself to the supervisor of the operating room,
and provided explanations on how to conduct the research
project.
At first, 46 eligible patients, who were referred to the
operating room in different shifts for cesarean section,
were selected and assigned into the control group. In
the control group, the patients received routine operating
room care including disinfecting the surgical site and infusion of fluids at the operating room temperature. After
surgery, they were transferred to the recovery room and
placed on beds with a blanket cover.
The tympanic temperature was measured using tympanic thermometer (Emperor of Gadgets, Canada). Hemodynamic parameters including systolic and diastolic blood
pressure was measured by physiological monitoring in the
Med Surg Nurs J. 2018; 7(1):e82201.
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operating room, and pulse rate was measured seven times
by a person who was an expert in anesthesia and was responsible for the patient in the operating and recovery
room (prior to the administration of a general anesthetic,
after induction of anesthesia, before surgery, 30 minutes
after surgical start time, after surgery, the time of entering
to the recovery room, and 30 minutes and 1 hour after the
patient transferred to the recovery room). All the obtained
information was listed in the checklist.
Then, 46 eligible pregnant women, who were given
to the operating room in different shifts for a cesarean
section, were assigned into the intervention group. Before the beginning, the goals and method of the study
were explained to the participants and written informed
consent was obtained from all of them. In the intervention group, the surgical site was disinfected with warm
povidone-iodine solution (with the temperature of 32°C)
by surgical technicians based on the ASA guidelines for the
prevention of post-operative hypothermia.
For each patient, 2 to 3 L of intravenous fluids were
warmed with a warmer (Kavoosh medical instrument,
Iran) up to the temperature of 38°C to 40°C, and then infused to the extent of patients’ needs. After the completion
of surgery, the patients were transferred to the recovery
beds, which were prepared 30 minutes before using two or
three warm-water bags.
The central temperature and hemodynamic parameters, including systolic and diastolic blood pressure and
pulse rate, were recorded seven times by the person who
was an expert in anesthesia, was responsible for the patient
in the operating room as well as the recovery department,
and recorded on the checklist. It should be noted that the
responsible experts in anesthesia and surgical technicians
did not inform the patients’ classification in each group.
Data were collected using demographic characteristics
form, surgical and anesthetic information, and a checklist
for recording hemodynamic parameters. The scientific validity of the data entry form was obtained through qualitative approach for content validity and confirmed by the
faculty members of the university. The reliabilities of the
thermo hygrometer (ZOGLAB Microsystem Co., Ltd, China)
and monitoring device (Heal Force Bio-Meditech Holdings
Limited, China) were determined by their accuracy, calibration, and sensitivity.
The biomedical engineer in charge of hospital equipment was asked to calibrate these devices and verify their
accuracy prior to the study and every 48 hours after its
beginning. In this study, the temperature and humidity
of the operating and recovery rooms and corridors were
monitored every half-hour by a thermo hygrometer and
maintained within the standard range of 23°C - 24°C and
55%, respectively.
Med Surg Nurs J. 2018; 7(1):e82201.

Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation of Demographic Characteristics of the
Subjectsa
Variable

Group

T-test

Control

Intervention

32.48 ± 7.22

30.63 ± 7.36

Gestational age, week

38.13 ± 1.14

38.22 ± 0.86

P = 0.18

Infused serum volume, L

2.92 ± 0.23

3.09 ± 0.32

P = 0.20

Surgical duration, h

0.88 ± 0.21

0.89 ± 0.20

P = 0.54

Age, y

a

P = 0.81

Values are expressed as mean ± SD.

Data analysis was performed using the descriptive
statistics including mean, frequency, standard deviation,
and percentage. In addition, data were normally distributed; therefore, independent samples t-test and Chisquared were used to compare quantitative and qualitative demographic variables such as age and gender between the groups, respectively. Moreover, repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to determine the effects of intervention. In all the measurements,
P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results
There was no significant difference between the
groups considering the variables of age, gestational age,
duration of operation, temperature and humidity of the
operating and recovery rooms, and volume of infused
serum (P > 0.05). The mothers’ central temperatures were
assessed seven times in both the control and intervention
groups and the comparison of their means is presented in
Table 1.
The results of repeated measure ANOVA demonstrated
a significant difference between the groups considering
the mean of the temperatures; the mean central temperature in the control group was lower than the intervention
group (P = 0.001; Table 2). On the other hand, there was a
significant interaction between grouping and time, which
revealed that the temperature variability was projected to
decrease. However, this decrease was less in the intervention group than in the control group (P = 0.001).
The mean temperatures of the control and intervention groups, after the entrance to the operating room,
were 36.57°C and 36.37°C, respectively. These parameters
became 35.20°C and 36.32°C one hour after entering the
recovery, respectively. Additionally, the temperature drop
was different in the groups (Figure 1). Except for the time
of anesthesia induction, no significant difference was observed between the groups in terms of the mean tempera3
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Table 2. Mean and Standard Deviation of Central Body Temperature and Hemodynamic Parameters of the Participants in Seven Stagesa
Time

Central Temperature (N = 46)

Systolic Blood Pressure

Diastolic Blood Pressure

Pulse Rate

Control

Intervention

P Value

Control

Intervention

P Value

Control

Intervention

P Value

Control

Intervention

P Value

Entering the
operating

36.57 ± 0.28

36.37 ± 0.36

0.04

113.09 ± 13.92

125.43 ± 17.80

0.25

70.37 ± 7.43

74.20 ± 11.17

0.15

103.02 ± 14.57

107.96 ± 16.33

0.73

After induction
of anesthesia

36.41 ± 0.36

36.31 ± 0.43

0.23

117.57 ± 15.61

121.59 ± 16.82

0.32

68.39 ± 9.02

69.76 ± 14.84

0.25

105.46 ± 15.51

109.70 ± 17.70

1.00

Half-hour after
the inititation
of surgery

35.65 ± 0.47

36.05 ± 0.41

0.001

114.48 ± 12.61

113.96 ± 14.44

0.29

68.37 ± 9.62

63.09 ± 15.29

0.16

103.85 ± 16.11

112.52 ± 17.30

1.00

After the
surgery

35.35 ± 0.47

35.90 ± 0.42

0.001

113.09 ± 13.92

115.50 ± 13.82

3.07

69.39 ± 9.15

69.00 ± 11.41

0.50

99.50 ± 16.78

107.00 ± 17.44

0.14

At entering the
recovery room

35.30 ± 0.50

35.91 ± 0.42

0.001

113.54 ± 12.69

114.59 ± 12.25

0.25

69.76 ± 6.43

70.57 ± 10.84

0.38

98.67 ± 16.95

102.83 ± 18.46

0.16

30 min
post-operative

35.91 ± 0.42

36.16 ± 0.41

0.001

115.50 ± 13.30

117.37 ± 13.89

0.33

71.83 ± 8.20

72.20 ± 11.26

0.38

99.13 ± 15.53

100.67 ± 18.40

0.051

60 min
postoperative

35.20 ± 0.40

36.32 ± 0.31

0.001

115.13 ± 12.09

117.26 ± 13.63

0.27

71.85 ± 6.39

72.20 ± 11.71

0.26

99.76 ± 13.09

101.89 ± 16.9

0.68

a Values are expressed as mean ± SD.

ture. The mean temperature of the control group was significantly lower than the intervention group.
The mean temperature of the control group was significantly lower than that of the intervention group within
the time interval of post-anesthetic stage to 60 minutes
after entering the recovery room. However, no statistically significant difference was observed between the two
groups in terms of the mean temperature at the time of
anesthetic induction.
The mothers’ hemodynamic parameters including
systolic and diastolic blood pressure as well as pulse rate
were investigated seven times in both groups. Comparison
of their mean and body temperature at different times in
the control and intervention groups is presented in Table 1.
Furthermore, there was no significant difference between
the groups in terms of mean systolic and diastolic blood
pressure and pulse rate (P = 0.30, P = 0.93, and P = 0.11, re-

Intervention Group

36.50

Control Group
36.25
36.00
35.75
35.50

spectively).
In addition, no significant difference was observed between the groups in terms of the grouping and time interaction in any of the hemodynamic parameters. According to the results, the pattern of hemodynamic changes,
including systolic and diastolic blood pressure and pulse
rate, was the same in both groups (P = 0.11, P=0.52, and P =
0.22, respectively).
The mean systolic blood pressure in the control group
from 117.89 mmHg after entering the operating room
changed to 115.13 mmHg 60 minutes after entering the recovery room. In the intervention group, the mean blood
pressure changed from 125.43 mmHg at the entrance to the
operating room to 117.26 mmHg 60 minutes after entering
the recovery room.
Additionally, the mean diastolic blood pressure in the
control group was 70.37 mmHg after entering the operating room, which changed to 71.85 mmHg 60 minutes after
entering the recovery room. In the intervention group, this
parameter altered from 74.20 mmHg to 72.20 mmHg in the
same stages.
The mean pulse rate in the control group was changed
from 103.02 pulses per minute after entering the operating room to 99.76 pulses per minute 60 minutes after entering the recovery room. In the intervention group, the
pulse rate changed from 107.96 to 101.89 pulses per minute
in these stages.

35.25
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 1. Mean temperature of patients’ central temperature at different times in
the groups. Time 1: after entering the operating room Time 2: after induction of anesthesia, Time 3: 30 minutes after starting surgery time 3: immediately after completion of surgery Time 4: patient arrival time to the recovery Time 5: 30 minutes after
entering the recovery room Time 6: 30 minutes after entering the recovery room.

4

4. Discussion
According to the results of our study, the standard interventions were effective in reducing the postoperative
central temperature. Regarding the evidence, using postoperative hypothermia prevention program reduces the
Med Surg Nurs J. 2018; 7(1):e82201.
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Table 3. The Results of Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance of “Central Body Temperature” in the Included Women
Source of Variable

Sum of Squares

Mean

Statistical Test

Time

46.007

46.007

Grouping and time interaction

32.679

32.679

Error

7.447

0.083

Group

37.080

37.080

Error

88.850

0.987

unwanted side effects of hypothermia. In addition, our results indicated that the central temperature of women undergoing cesarean section during operation and time of
transfer to recovery in the intervention group was less than
that of the control group.
Additionally, the results showed that the hypothermia
prevention program had no effect on hemodynamic parameters in patients. The results of the study conducted
by Hassankhani et al. (21), on the effect of warm fluid infusion on hemodynamic status and postoperative shivering
in orthopedic surgeries showed a significant difference in
both groups in terms of the mean esophageal temperature
of patients at 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes post-anesthetic.
There was a downward trend in central temperature of
both groups; however, this decrease was more in the control group.
Moreover, according to the results of the mentioned
study, there was no significant difference in the pulse rate
of the patients before, during, and after surgery. These results were consistent with the results of the present study
(21). The results of the study performed by Oshvandi et al.
(25), in 2015 demonstrated that the infusion of warm fluids
prevented central temperature loss after general anesthesia in mothers undergoing cesarean section.
In congruence with the results of the present study,
the comparison of mean systolic blood pressure and heart
rate of patients did not show any significant difference between the intervention and control groups. Nevertheless,
there was a significant difference between the groups in
terms of diastolic blood pressure, which was inconsistent
with our results (P < 0.05) (25).
This inconsistency might be due to various methods of
anesthesia. They used general anesthesia, while we used local anesthesia. Yokoyama et al., in 2009, performed a study
on women undergoing cesarean section by spinal anesthesia, from the time of delivery to 45 minutes later; the central temperature of the women in the intervention group
(receiving intravenous fluids at a temperature of 41°C) was
significantly higher than the control group (26).
In line with our results, it can be concluded from the
mentioned study that this intervention was intended to reMed Surg Nurs J. 2018; 7(1):e82201.

P Value

Effect Size

556.048

0.001

0.86

394.961

0.001

0.81

37.560

0.001

0.29

duce the effect of reducing the central body temperature
after cesarean section (Table 3).
Considering the results of the study carried out by
Abbasi et al., in 2011 on the effect of general and spinal
anesthesia on the central temperature of mother and
neonate after cesarean section, no hypothermia was observed during surgery. Nonetheless, a mild hypothermia
was recorded in two groups during recovery (27). Perhaps
the reason for the lack of hypothermia during operation
was the use of warm liquids (37°C) and the operating room
temperature (26°C).
This result was consistent with the results of the
present study. The reason for a slight decrease in temperature in the recovery was the reduction of the temperature
of the recovery room to 20°C.
Furthermore, the results of the study conducted by
Woolnough et al. (28), in 2009, confirmed that the warming of intravenous fluids in the warmed was as effective as
heating the intravenous fluids with the Hot Line heater.
Further, increasing the temperature of the fluids to
41°C and 45°C was more effective in increasing the maternal central temperature (28). The compatibility of the results of this study with the mentioned study was due to
the similarity of the method, namely, the heating of intravenous fluids.
Kurz et al. (29), concluded that there was no significant
difference in pulse rate and blood pressure in young and
healthy, hypothermic, and normothermic . Behdad et al.,
performed a similar study on women undergoing cesarean
section and demonstrated that the intervention resulted
in the prevention of hypothermia during recovery for halfhour and one hour after entering the recovery (24). In the
mentioned study, the intravenous fluids were warmed by a
warmer up to 38°C.
Chakladar et al., in 2014, examined the effect of the
use of warming mattress on the incidence of hypothermia
in patients undergoing cesarean section and revealed the
positive effect of this intervention on decreasing the incidence of unwanted postoperative hypothermia (30). Consistent with our results, these studies showed the impact
of standard interventions on reducing the central temper5
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ature and emphasized the importance of the implementation of this program in the operating room.
Contrary to the results of the present study, which
showed no significant change in heart rate and systolic and
diastolic blood pressure in the control and intervention
groups, Frank et al. (31), confirmed that hypothermic patients had a low heart rate, systolic blood pressure, and
high diastolic blood pressure during the postoperative period.
4.1. Conclusion
The hypothermia prevention program was effective in
women undergoing cesarean section and could reduce the
postoperative hypothermia. Considering the positive effect of the implementation of this program on women
undergoing cesarean section by spinal anesthesia, further
studies are recommended to assess the impact of this program on postoperative hypothermia resulting from major
abdominal and thoracic surgeries, as well as general anesthetic in children and adults.
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